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George A. Smathers Libraries 

Strategic Opportunities Program  

Awarded Grant Final Report Form (Spring Cycle) 

 

Date: Jan. 30, 2019 

PI: Xiaoli Ma (PI), Stephanie Birch (Co-PI) 

Project Title: Enhancing the Legacy Digital Collections of the SPOHP for Improved 

User Access 

Funds Requested: $4,954 

Cost Share: $5,635  

Total Funds expended: $4,482,49 

Funds Remaining:$471.51 

 

Brief Description of Project: 

 
Laurie Taylor, Senior Director for Library Technology and Digital Strategies, during her 
long term collaboration with SPOHP, Samuel Proctor Oral History Program, observed 
users’ frustration of locating content in SPOHP’s digital collection hosted by the library’s 
UFDC (University of Florida Digital Collections). Users are not able to locate what they 
know is included in the digital collections due to inconsistent metadata. On top of this 
inconsistency is an over-complicated aggregation structure where content is organized 
into multi-level hierarchical structures. All of the above also hinders users’ attempts to 
explore SPOHP content.  Agreeing with Laurie’s observation, SPOHP turned to the library 
for guidance and help to improve the findability and discoverability of SPOHP’s content.   
 
SPOHP’s digital collection is an established resource built bit by bit over 15 years’ 
collaboration between SPOHP and the library. To improve the collection’s findability and 
discoverability, the project team, composed of library staff from Digital Support 
Services, the team now maintains UFDC and Library West, as well as two OPS workers, 
focused on flattening aggregation/collection structure, standardizing the use of  
metadata fields to realize the consistency across all records, and grouping content with 
consistently assigned subjects.  
 
A Libguide was also designed to further facilitate the search and browsing of the SPOHP 
content.   
 
Last but not least, Descript, an online automated transcription assistance tool was 
assessed to understand its potential as the replacement of conventional method that 
uses foot pedals.  
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Results: 

 
The New Aggregation Structure  
In order to restructure the content of 59 multi-level aggregations to 20 two-level 
aggregations, the aggregation code combination of 2721 items were manually edited to 
form the new structure, one after another by two OPS workers,respectively, Indica 
Mattson and Corinne Futch as well as Xiaoli Ma, Metadata Librarian at DSS. Other DSS 
staff also helped finish up this task at the final stage (detailed aggregation list attached 
as Appendix 1). Sixty-three aggregations were deleted and four were moved under new 
parent collections by Laura Perry, DSS manager (detailed aggregation list attached as 
Appendix 2) . This is also a manual process at multiple UFDC locations. This new 
structure is based on the suggestion from SPOHP staff who knows how users want to 
retrieve the content. In other words, this intends to be a user-centered structure. As of 
now, the last piece of finishing this structure change lies in the library IT. That is to 
relocate the following aggregations.  
 

● Move Addiction Oral History Project to be under SPOHP Internship  
● Move Mississippi Delta Freedom, St. Augustine Civil Rights , Fifth Avenue African 

American to be under Joel Buchanan African American Oral History Archive 

Worth mentioning, though the aggregation structure has been changed, the original 
grouping was preserved. The names of all sub-aggregation names are now included as 
subjects. Please see more discussions at “A Project Is Not An Aggregation” section 
below.   
 
A Metadata Guideline 
A Metadata Guideline, attached to this report as Appendix 3, was drafted. The use of all 
the metadata fields were defined with examples. This document was also closely 
followed when the project team reformatted the existing metadata fields that include 
Title, Creator and SPOHP Identifier. This guideline is now in use by SPOHP staff to create 
consistent metadata for future content too.  
 
A New Set of Subjects 
Across all SPOHP aggregations, subjects were compiled throughout the years, project by 
project. Now these legacy subjects were updated. When selecting subjects, Stephanie 
Birth, African American Studies Librarian, also the co-PI of this grant project, provides a 
good set of subjects that are commonly used by scholars. This effort builds a foundation 
for using commonly acceptable subjects consistently across all SPOHP aggregations. This 
updating process replaced obsolete terms, merged spelling variations of the same 
concept, split long string of subjects linked by hyphens and also removed vague and 
repetitive terms.  
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Subjects are set as a facet listed at the left panel of the UFDC ‘s item list pages, so the 
improved consistency instantly benefits users’ browsing experience. The list of Topic 
Subjects can be sorted alphabetically or by the number of items affiliated with it.  

 
 
In addition, subjects are hyperlinked. The clicks to the subjects launch searches with the 
subjects as the search keywords. In other words, these subjects group the items 
assigned the same subjects. For instance, “African Americans” now replaced “Afro-
Americans”, “Black Americans”, “Florida, Blacks”, and “Blacks”. At this moment, this 
term, “African Americans”, groups 287 items. Joel Buchanan African American Oral 
History Archive, one aggregation of SPOHP collection, holds 1033 items, which indicates 
“African Americans” should also be added to the rest of 746 (1033-287) items in order 
to show the accurate portion of SPOHP content that is dedicated to “African 
Americans”. Current method, elaborated more in “Sobek Inefficiency” section, has 
limitation of doing this type of update, however, because the content of the same topics 
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now groups under the same subjects, it becomes clear where efforts should be  focused 
to make sure that the subjects can reach its full power of grouping content.  
 
This process also merged spelling variation of the same concept. For instance, now the 
130 items that once were dispersed under four different subjects “Second World War, 
1939-1945”, “World War II, 1939-1945” “WWII”, “World War II” and  “World War (1939-
1945)” are now all merged under “World War (1939-1945)”, a term from Library 
Congress’ FAST Subject Headings.  
 
As well, the same process splits subjects, 21 in total, that hold multiple concepts into 
single ones so items that share the same topics in different context could be grouped 
and browsed together.  For instance, “Civil rights movements--History--Mississippi” and 
“Civil rights movements -- Alabama -- History -- 20th century” are now become multiple 
subjects that covers“Civil rights movements”, as well as the geographic county terms 
“Mississippi” and “Alabama”. After being assigned the above individual terms, the 
affiliated items can then be grouped and browsed both by the topic and the geographic 
information. This change enables users to discover the items in multiple ways.  
 
Four terms were removed. “African American History”, “Florida History” “Oral History” 
and “Oral Histories”. The first two are too general. Their scopes are too vague to define. 
“Oral histories” is a Library Congress genre term, so now it is used as the genre for all 
SPOHP content with few exceptions. Therefore, it is repetitive to continue using “Oral 
histories” as a subject.  
 
In total, this project replaced 8 subjects, split 21 subjects into multiple, merged 8 and 
removed 4. 3931 changes were made. Details are in the attached “Subject Swapping 
Report” as Appendix 4. 
 
 
A LibGuide 
The Oral History @ UF Libguide contains general library resources on oral history, as 
well as highlighted collection content from the Buchanan Archive digital collection. The 
libguide was created on April 30, 2019 and has since been viewed 240 times. The guide 
supplements the landing pages of the SPHOP digital collections, providing users with 
general information about collection & sub-collection content and organization. The 
guide also features themed pages highlighting interviews on Tallahassee Bus Boycott 
and African American veteran service in US wars. These pages connect users directly to 
related oral history interviews and secondary library collection materials.  
 

Descript 
A total of 10 hours (Xiaoli, 3 hours; Indica 7 hours) were spent evaluating Descript. 
Independently Xiaoli and Indica used Descript to transcribe audio and video materials. 
They also selected the tested materials on their own. While Xiaoli assessed Descript as a 
new user who has no experience of transcribing, Indica evaluated Descript as an 

http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/oralhistory
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experienced transcriptionist who was well-versed with traditional foot pedal method. 
Together they discussed their observation.  
 
Based on both’s experience, the conclusion is Descript supports transcription process 
intuitively by having most of the audio content appears as text on the screen while the 
audio replays. This automation largely reduces the stress created by switching between 
multiple tasks of the traditional foot pedal method that includes typing down the audio 
content and pressing the foot pedal to stop or play the audio recording. In the long run, 
after the initial learning curves are over, Descript should improve the efficiency of 
transcription.  
 
Presentations 
 
Stephaine, presented this project at DLF, 2019 in Tampa. Presentation is at 

https://osf.io/jdmrn/ 
 
Xiaoli will present this project at VRA 2020 conference in Baltimore. 
 
Both DLF and VRA 2020 are national conferences.  

 

Lessons Learned: 

 
A project is not an aggregation 
One SPOHP project, one UFDC aggregation, that is, whenever a new oral history project 
was finished, a new UFDC aggregation was built to hold the products of this project. This 
is the primary principle followed when SPOHP content comes to UFDC in the past 15 
years.  
 
While it is straightforward for projects, it leads to a dysfunctional collection structure for 
end users. Content was dispersed in siloed aggregations with no shared subjects to build 
up the relationship between aggregations. At the same time, when end users come to 
UFDC to search across all collections, they care least which project made the item 
available but care more what can be found under one topic. In other words, a gap exists 
between how end users expect to discover the content and how data contributors 
organize the content. 
 
To facilitate end users’ search and browse experience, the content needs to be 
organized based on users’ retrieval pattern. Aggregations are more useful when they 
cover broad areas where users would like to know more. Individual SPOHP oral history 
projects usually hold only a small number of interviews that touch upon a specific topic. 
This organization method ignored that many projects share the same topic. Individual 
aggregations only provide a fragment of what SPOHP can offer on a specific topic. On 
top of that, because aggregations were built individually as the project results came in, 

https://osf.io/jdmrn/
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most of the time, aggregations of the same topic were treated differently. Take Subjects 
for example: spelling variations of the same subjects, “WWII” and “ The Second World 
War” or similar subjects “ Women’s Rights” and “ Civil Rights— Women” were assigned 
to different aggregations. Moreover, some aggregations have subjects and others don’t.  
 
Though processing aggregations by project without considering how to relate them to 
others created the current findability and discoverability issues, grouping by projects is 
still essential, especially to SPOHP staff, the data contributor. This grouping pulls 
together records created as original batches. This grouping helps trace back the 
historical work around those batches and enables batch update. Therefore, when 
deconstructing the aggregation structure, the original by-project grouping was 
preserved.  
 
At this moment, to realize this grouping, subject, a field that should be dedicated to 
keywords about the item, is in use for holding original project/aggregation names 
temporarily. This temporary use has already overburdened this field. Project names 
usually are long and cannot fully display on one row on the narrow left panel, which 
leads to long lists of subjects jammed together, (layout shown in the above screenshot). 
This overuse has negatively affected users’ browsing experience. 
 
This overuse also reveals that UFDC is missing a field dedicated to preserving project 
information and to group project items. Project names should be stored, and displayed 
in its dedicated field that is also hyperlinked, like subjects, to a search query that brings 
all items from the same project together. 
 
The project team, with the support from the DSS staff, spent hundreds of hours of 
manual work and tens of hours of batch work overhauling the collection/aggregation 
structure.  Not to mention the time and effort spent analyzing the situation and 
planning the changes. While this project proves that the collection/aggregation 
structure on UFDC could be changed, the amount of work alarms that every decision on 
a new aggregation should be extremely cautious to avoid later structural changes. 
 
 
Subjects should be shared 
Subjects should be shared across all UFDC aggregations so similar items could be 
discovered together. While data contributors may easily lose sight of their overall 
content across aggregations and have little knowledge of the availability of similar 
content contributed by others, DSS staff should take the responsibility to help data 
contributors pick commonly acceptable subject terms and assign them consistently so 
items of one aggregation could be linked with items from other aggregations and the 
content from other data contributors. Only this collaboration can produce a UFDC 
whose content could be discovered as a whole not only as individual aggregations. 
 
SPOHP is not the aggregation for all oral history content.  
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At a later stage of the project, it was noticed that the Publisher of many SPOHP content 
looks irrelevant to SPOHP. Some are individuals’ names and others are other UF 
departments’ names. SPOHP staff reviewed the 50 publishers now display at UFDC and 
confirmed 13 out of 50 are not affiliated with SPOHP.  Detailed list attached as Appendix 
5.  
 
Why and how these 13 publishers (113 items) made to SPOHP is a lost history, but more 
or less, these publishers assumed that SPOHP is the home for all oral history, which is 
not the case. These non-SPOHP items’ records use UFDC fields dramatically differently 
from SPOHP ones, which creates extra browsing and searching issues.   
 
Worth noting is users’ wrong assumption reveals that users expect a central location for 
all oral history content on UFDC. This info informs future UFDC interface design.  
 
To avoid future wrong assumption, SPOHP staff agreed that all SPOHP content, when 
created, should follow SPOHP metadata guidelines as well as SPOHP’s style guide for 
transcription; after created, the digital files should be sent to SPOHP staff who will 
archive a copy of files and then submit them to DSS. The metadata should also be sent 
to Digital Support Services to be reviewed and enhanced, if applicable, by Metadata 
professionals.   
 
 
Sobek Inefficiency: No Dedicated Tool for Subject  
Sobek powers UFDC. Sobek includes a set of tools that build up UFDC, however it 
doesn’t provide existing reports that list subjects used by items. This list can facilitate 
tremendously the analysis of the subject terms assigned across aggregations, which is 
crucial to understand the scope of this grant project. It was possible to prepare a 
customized report by querying the Sobek database directly, but it takes a long time and 
a lot of effort to understand Sobek’s database structure and then form the right query 
that can bring in the complete report. In other words, no documentation of the 
database structure is available or existing queries can be used for this purpose. 
Generating customized reports itself could be a standalone project. 
 
Due to the above limitation, Xiaoli depended on the built-in function of subjects on 
UFDC. On UFDC, Subjects are all hyperlinked with a query to pull out all items assigned 
with the same subjects. This query, then put in Sobek’s SMaRT tool, a backend records 
import, download and report tool, can bring together METS XMLs of these items and 
download them. Then these XMLs can be batch updated in XML editor, Oxygen. 
However, this route of grouping XMLs doesn’t work every time. For instance, SPOHP’s 
all item list page ( https://ufdc.ufl.edu/oral/all ) shows “Oral history” on the left panel, 
were assigned to 114 items as Topic Subjects. After clicking “Oral history”, UFDC page 
lists 3485 items (https://ufdc.ufl.edu/oral/contains/?t=%22Oral+history%22&f=TO).In 
short, this query fails to bring the group of 114 that have “Oral history” as the subjects. 
This failure blocks further batch XML updating steps.   

https://ufdc.ufl.edu/oral/all
https://ufdc.ufl.edu/oral/contains/?t=%22Oral+history%22&f=TO
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Besides queries that cannot group the targeted subjects, UFDC pages only displays top 
100 subjects, either by the number of items affiliated with them or by alphabets of the 
subjects  for each aggregation. This indicates that an unknown number of subjects, not 
displaying, are out of this project’s scope. While the subject updating process have 
removed and merged subjects, so the total number of Subjects should have changed. 
However,  still only one hundred subjects show on the left panel for users.  
 
As well, Sobek won’t provide XML downloads by aggregation. This limitation made 
aggregation-wide subject updates impossible. This is why  “African Americans” cannot 
be added to all items in “Joel Buchanan African American Oral History Archive” 
collection as mentioned above.  
 
To summarize, Sobeck has no dedicated tools to analyze the use of subjects or to update 
subjects by batch.   
 
Sobek Inefficiency: Builder Rejects 
After being updated, XMLs need to be processed again by Sobek builder to register the 
change, however, builder rejects the updated XMLs when the XML Record Status is not 
set as “METADATA_UPDATE” or duplicated media file names were included in XMLs. 
This behavior, not documented, led to ingestion errors. Recently, the library IT has 
found a solution to play along with this behavior, but this grant project didn’t benefit 
from this new solution.  
 
 

Budget: (add more lines as necessary) 

 

Expenses Categories (add lines as necessary) Cost 
Personnel Budget  $4466.29 

Other Operating Expense  LTD $16.20 

  

  

  

Total $4482.49 

 

 

Total actual costs including cost share: $_______15,752.49_______    ($___5,635 

___cost share + $___$4,482,49____ awarded funds expended) 

 

 

Still to be completed: 
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Publisher cleanup 

 

Updated Timeline: (add more lines as necessary) 

 

Activity July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Aggregation code 

manual updates 

x x     

Descript Evaluation  x x    

Reporting progress to 

Library’s Lightning 

talks.  

  x    

OPS workers’ ILF tour x   x   

Batch Subject Updates    x x x 

Presenting at DLF 2019    x   

Final Report      x 

 


